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Early Screening
for Special Education:

How Accurate?

By closely examining how and why they identify
handicapped preschoolers, districts can

improve their decision-making procedures and
avoid costly remediation later.

three-and-a-half-vear-old boy
was recently brought to a pre-
school screening session by his

mother. Visibly frightened, he refused
to leave his mother and would not
respond to any part of the screening
process, despite his mother's urging.
Did his behavior provide convincing
evidence that he is handicapped?

During the past two years, the Early
Childhood Assessment Project at the
University of Minnesota has been in-
vestigating what actually occurs when
children are screened, diagnosed, and
placed in early childhood special edu-
cation programs. Our goal in present-
ing some of our findings is to prompt
educators, curriculum developers, and
administrators to examine their own
assessment and decision-making prac-
tices. Additional findings are present-
ed in a series of research reports.'

How Variable Are the
Outcomes of Preschool
Screening?
In 1977 Minnesota's Preschool Screen-
ing program was the first of its kind to
offer free, voluntary health and devel-
opmental screening for all three-and-
a-half to five-year-old children in the
state. Children are screened in five
areas: height/weight, physical health,
vision, hearing, and development
(speech/language, cognitive, fine mo-
tor, gross motor, social/emotional de-
velopment). Because of our relatively'
long track record, Minnesota is a
good place to take a closer look
at how handicapped preschoolers
are identified.

The Early Childhood Assessment
Project first looked at the percentages
of children in Minnesota school dis-
tricts who were identified during

screening as having problems and
who were then referred for diagnostic
assessment of the problems. Our sam-
ple included more than 45,000 chil-
dren Of all the children screened, 31
percent were identified as having a
problem, and 24 percent were re-
ferred for further assessment. The
highest percentages of problems and
referrals were in the areas of hearing
and development (especially speech).
Tremendous variability existed in the
percentages of children with identi-
fied problems Some school districts
found problems in all children thev
screened; others did not find prob-
lems in anv children. Referral rates
showed similar variability. ranging
from 0 to 86 percent of the
children screened. The reason for
such wide variation in problem and
referral rates is not clear. Districts with
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extremely high referral rates were
scattered throughout the state, as were
those with low referral rates. Some-
times a high referral district was adja-
cent to a low referral district. And not
only were overall rates of problems
and referrals quite variable, but the
screening areas with the highest refer-
rai rates also differed strikingly. For
example, in some districts almost all
referrals were for hearing problems,
while in others almost all were for
motor development difficulties Our
next step was to look at factors that
might account for those differences in
referral rates

What Factors Influence
Referral Decisions?
Using a variety of descriptive and sta-
tistical procedures. we examined de-
mographic and educational factors
that might influence referral rates.
such as district size, funds available for
exceptional instruction, and education
levels of parents Differences in refer-
ral rates might also be explained by
variables directly related to a district s
screening practices. such as the tests
used, the personnel involved in the
process, and the nature of the criteria
that define passing scores. In analyses

"In analyses
involving data from
nearly 400 school
districts, we found
no relationship
between screening
referral rates and
any of the general
social, economic, or
educational factors.
Similarly, few
systematic
differences in
screening practices
existed among
screening programs."

involving data from nearvl 400 school
districts, we found no relationship be-
tween screening referral rates and an-
of the general social, economic, or
educational factors Similarly, few svs-
tematic differences in screening prac-
tices existed among screening pro-
grams. We confirmed these findings
during discussions with personnel in
districts that had extremely high refer-
ral rates and in those that had ex-
tremely low rates

School districts in Minnesota rely
primarily on one of two tests for devel-
opmental screening There is little dif
ference in the scope of skills assessed
by the tests or in the tests sensitivir'
The technical adequacy of the tests is
questionable, however. because of
problems in their validir-. reliability.
or standardization sample These find-
ings are not limited to Minnesota A
recent sur vey of model programs for
earls education of handicapped chil-
dren showed that while greater num-
bers of different tests are ised for
screening purposes. only one sixth of
them adequately measure what thev-
are supposed to measure (validitv).
produce stable measures (reliability).
or are based on an appropriate sample
(norming) Decisions made on the
basis of technically inadequate tests
must be questioned

When attempting to explain their
districts' referral rates, screening pro-
gram coordinators often cite factors
specific to their school districts. In
each district, different factors seem to
influence the referral rate. although
no single factor has an obvious impact
across districts These results suggest
that administrators who want to deter-
mine the appropriateness of their pro-
cedures must consider the net effect of
screening and assessment decisions at
the district level

Where Do We Go From Here?
How should school personnel evalu-
ate their screening and assessment
procedures We should give high pri-
oritn to keeping accurate records of
decision outcomes, such as the num-
ber of children screened, referred for
assessment, assessed, and identified as
handicapped, as well as the number of
children actually placed in and exited
from special education programs. We
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"Because of its
relatively long track
record, Minnesota is
a good place to take
a closer look at how
handicapped
preschoolers are
identified."
found that even if a school district
collects such information, the data of
ten are not useful because recording
procedures are incomplete. inconsis-
tent, or Inaccurate We must have un
ambiguous information about the out
comes of decisions if we are to
evaluate what influences decisions or
to improve decision-making pro(-e
dures

Another consideration for sch xil
personnel is monitoring the impact of
decision-making procedures over
time Just as periodic assessments and
monitoring of pupil progress in the
classroom can positivel influence a
student s performance. the monitoring
of preschool screening programs may
have a beneficial effect on decision
making. Our research indicates that
fairly dramatic changes in screening
and assessment outcomes occur from
one year to the next. but wve do not
know what factors lead to these
changes or their impact on children.
programs, or communities

Transition issues also are para-
mount at the early childhood level Is
the child who is placed in an earl-
special education program more likelv
to end up in special education in
elementary school than a child with
the same characteristics who is not
placed in early special education' IDo
some procedures facilitate the child's
transition from the early special edu-
cation program to a regular or special
education program in elementanr
school? What are the specific out-
comes of decisions at this transition
point?

As early childhood programs con-
tinue to grow, we must find answers to
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"We should give
high priority to
keeping accurate
records of decision
outcomes, such as
the number of
children screened,
referred for
assessment,
assessed, and
identified as
handicapped, as well
as the number of
children actually
placed in and exited
from special
education
programs."

these and other complex questions.
Data-based approaches to such policy
questions need not be overly compli-
cated or time-consuming (see Lieber-
man 1986). If we do not pay closer
attention to how and why we identify
handicapped preschoolers, we may
end up doing more repair work after
our well-designed and well-inten-
tioned prevention programs.[

1. To obtain a list of available research
reports, write to Early Childhood Assess-
ment Project Editor, 350 Elliott Hall, 75
East River Rd., University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, MN 55455
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To Satisfy Studefits Eager
to Go Beyond the Ordinary

Consider Using these Challenging
New Texts for Honors and Advanced

Placement Programs
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businres trt to be published in te last
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program o your specific needs
January 1967. Approx. 704 pp ISBN
08016-3627-2. About $2895
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analy. Each car usa a cer
pedagogical mat o assist the studet;
"For Revew" section and cthpmr objec-
ives at beginning; lay terms dined in
rnwgin; "Looldng Ahead" scIon, and
question a andwr summery seton at
the end of each chapter. An Instrur's
Guide antd a Study Guide are avalabl
198B1 510 pp. 139 ill. ISBN
0-8016-30606 $2395
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